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Regional Grocery Chain Streamlined Data Visibility and Literacy by   

Creating a Data and Analytics Strategy 

Who is the regional grocer? 
 

The family-owned, regional grocery store chain was 
founded close to a century ago, has locations in the  
Midwest United States and employs thousands of      
people. The regional grocery chain strives to exceed 
standards for customer service, vendor relationships, 
and quality, source-verified products. They see their 
dedicated associates as one of their greatest assets    
and continuously reinvest in their team.  
 

Their Chief Data Officer, with 15+ years of data and   
analytics experience, reached out to CPS for guidance 
regarding their organization’s data. Previously, the CDO 
met the CPS team at our NE Ohio data and analytics user 
group. She has also participated in the user group by 
presenting on how the grocery chain uses data to make 
informed decisions around their loyalty program. 
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What were their struggles? 
 

The regional grocery chain’s top challenges        
regarding their data were:  
 

• Lack of data visibility across the organization 

• Complex data access processes, with heavy 
burden on IT 

• Pockets of “shadow IT“ 

• Need for company-wide agreement on KPIs 
and data definitions 

• Desire for data literacy across the organization 
 

Most of the grocery chain’s challenges are         
commonly found in other organizations when it 
comes to working with data effectively.  

What was their tipping point? 
 

In the past, the regional grocery chain had different 
teams that tried to implement data and analytics tools, 
but failed to solve their problem. They realized tools 
were not the solution to their data and analytics      
challenges. They needed to take a step back to address 
the following: 
 

1. Align data and analytics initiatives to business 
goals and objectives 

2. Provide better access to data for technical and  
non-technical users across many platforms 

3. Create a data infrastructure that is flexible and 
scalable for now and the future 

 

After working with CPS, it was determined that a data 
and analytics strategy needed to be put in place. The 
ultimate goal for the regional grocery chain was to get 
easier access to their data. 

What is their new beginning? 
 

CPS and the grocery chain partnered together to    
thoroughly understand what the challenges were.      
To do so, CPS conducted interviews with employees   
at each level of the organization. The goal was to       
understand the regional grocery chain’s: 
1. Overall business strategy  
2. Current state, what they’ve tried in the past, what 

worked / didn’t work 
3. Department and employee feedback and use the 

intelligence to create a roadmap 
 

Leveraging our proprietary SINC (Strategy, Insights, 
Needs, Culture) interview process and training in the 
“Art of Listening”, the data challenges employees   
encounter were uncovered.  
 

Using the knowledge gained from the interviews,     
CPS and the grocery store chain created a holistic    
data and analytics roadmap. To ensure a successful                 
implementation, the grocery store chain is focusing on 
modernizing their technology stack, change            
management, training, and better communication 
across the organization. 
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Execution 

Strategy 

Digital Transformation Roadmap (SINC) : Unclear to Clear 

Don't spend a penny on digital transformation without having a strategy in place. Using our 

unique consulting process (SINC), your business goals and technology needs come together. 

Try New Technology (POV) : Unknown to Known 

Pilot and prove value of technology before committing to large spend. Start with a specific 

use case and learn how new technology can add quantifiable value to your organization. 

Center of Excellence (COE) : Disorganized to Organized 

Create a highly functional automation/innovation team that prioritizes your strategy with      

technology allowing you to achieve top line revenue or bottom line profits. 

Digital Transformation Platforms (DTP) 

Leverage platforms and independence from code/technical debt, IT bottlenecks and line of 

business (LOB) vendors to digitally transform at scale. 

Projects and Support (BPMS) 

To enable sustainable and predictable growth, we offer technology strategy and advisory 

expertise, design and build custom solutions and monthly, ticketed level 3 support. 


